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Meet the Curator 

John Seed is a painter, writer, curator, and former art professor living on the 

central coast of California. He taught both studio art and art history at Mt. San 

Jacinto College, Intro to Modernism at Art Center College of Design in 

Pasadena, and Theory & Criticism in the MFA Program at Laguna College of 

Art Design. 

 

His writings have been featured online via the Huffington Post and 

Hyperallergic. Magazine features include American Art Collector, Arts of Asia, 

Art Ltd., Catamaran, Harvard Magazine, and International Artist. Seed is also 

the author of My Art World: Recollections and Other Writings and Disrupted 

Realism: Paintings for a Distracted World. 
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Meet the Artists 

 

Mia Bergeron (b. 1980) 

Mia Bergeron grew up in New York City with her parents, who were both graphic 

designers. In high school, she pursued the arts at curricular and extracurricular levels, 

leading to her admittance to the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) in 1998. After 

spending a year at RISD taking intensive foundation courses, Mia decided to leave Rhode 

Island and in 2001 was admitted into the Harvard Extension School. However, after a year 

there she decided to pursue a more traditional education. From 2002 until 2005 Mia 

studied classical painting and taught at the Charles H. Cecil Studio in Florence, Italy. The 

Cecil Studio is a small private painting atelier primarily focused on the naturalistic tradition 

of artists, such as Van Dyck, Velasquez, and John Singer Sargent. In Florence, she became 

fascinated with painting the human figure, which is her primary focus. While attending the 

Charles H. Cecil Studio she also taught portrait painting as well as drawing to beginner and 

advanced art students. Mia's other artistic ventures include charcoal casting, portrait and 

figure drawing, oil painting, portrait sculpting, copying the old master paintings, and 

recently, figures in landscape. 

 

       
 Stop Running     
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Daniel Bilodeau (b. 1979) 

Daniel Bilodeau's painting and mixed media works bring abstraction and detailed realism 

together in a fresh and unified whole. Art historical references are paired with image 

deconstruction and occasional collaged material such as textiles or string. Individual works 

touch on post-modern life, consumerism and identity. Producing monumental scale works 

as well as tiny miniatures, Bilodeau blends passages both smooth and textured, graphic 

and naturalistic in his dynamic painting style. 

 

Bilodeau was born Montréal, Canada and received his BFA from the Ringling College of Art 

and Design and his MFA from the New York Academy of Art in 2013. He also studied at 

Studio Art Centers International in Florence, Italy. His work has been exhibited in the U.S. 

and abroad in museums such as the Fort Wayne Museum of Art and the Mesa 

Contemporary Arts Museum, and in art galleries primarily in New York City and Los 

Angeles. He is the recipient of several honors, including the George Sugarman Foundation 

Grant and the Leslie T. and Frances U Posey Foundation Scholarship.  

 

    
 Mister X  
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Michelle Condrat (b. 1983) 

Michelle Condrat was born in Salt Like City, Utah. After earning her Art and Art History 

degrees from the University of Utah in 2007, she continued with her artistic journey 

painting the unique landscape of Utah and the Southwest. When she is not working in the 

studio, she is spending her time in the outdoors, driving through mountain ranges, fishing 

lakes and streams and hiking through canyons, where she gathers inspiration and subject 

matter for her paintings. 

 
 

Michelle is known for her unique painting style of intense color choices and linear blended 

strokes. This style gives motion and depth to her paintings, while capturing the feel of the 

western landscape with a fresh and new visual perspective. 

 

 
Reflections from Above 
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Valerio D’Ospina (b. 1980) 

Emilio Valerio D'Ospina was born in Taranto, Italy. After earning an artistic diploma from 

Liceo Artistico Statale "Lisippo" in Taranto, Valerio relocated to Florence, Italy and later 

Paris, France to continue his studies and absorb the work of the Old Masters. Upon 

returning to Florence, he continued to develop his artwork and completed his degree in 

Painting. In 2006, he enrolled in COBASLID, a two-year program to become certified as a 

professor of art, at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Florence. Before even completing the 

program, Valerio was offered a position to teach at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 

Therefore, upon completing the COBASLID program, he traveled to the United States and 

began teaching. However, after teaching for some time, Valerio began to focus solely on 

his painting career. 

 
 

 
BLT Ride 
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Joshua Flint (b. 1977) 

Joshua Flint earned his BFA from the Academy of Art University in San Francisco in 2002. 

He’s currently an Associate Professor at the Pacific Northwest College of Art and resides in 

Portland, Oregon. 

 

 
Flushed & Flamelike Themselves 

 

“My work is based on images curated from many sources such as digitized museum 

archives, vintage shops, and social media platforms. The paintings fluctuate between the 

familiar and the unknown while simultaneously including the past and present. By 

rearranging the hierarchy of elements the paintings become fictions that allow countless 

interpretations. Layered into works are references to liminality, ecological issues, 

neuroscience, psychological states, and the history of painting, among others. 

 

The images sourced from out-of-date materials hold a special fascination. Much like 

observing the ruins of an old, grand building or a church in a state of decay, the characters 

and objects that populate his paintings are employed to create a sense of ephemerality, 

imbuing the work with a kind of fascination and disquiet, over the passage of time. Used in 

this way they serve as reminders that cutting edge trends and novelty will evolve into new 

iterations or be abandoned altogether. Using these sources for my paintings allows a 

certain distance to reinterpret as I see fit. I can see this person or place in a photograph but 

know nothing about what is going on beyond those paper borders. That ambiguity, 

between the seen and unseen, between the real and the imaginary, is where my paintings 

live.” 
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Anne Harris (b. 1961) 

Anne Harris has exhibited at venues ranging from Alexandre Gallery, DC Moore Gallery and 

Nielsen Gallery, to the National Portrait Gallery at the Smithsonian Institute, The Portland 

Museum of Art, the California Center for Contemporary Art and the North Dakota Museum 

of Art. Her work is in such public collections as The Fogg Museum at Harvard, The Yale 

University Art Gallery and The New York Public Library. Grants and awards received include 

a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship and an NEA Individual Artists Fellowship. 

 

Harris currently teaches in the BFA and MFA programs at The School of the Art Institute of 

Chicago. She serves on the board of the Riverside Arts Center and is Chair of the Exhibition 

Committee. She also is the originator of The Mind’s I—a collaborative drawing project 

designed to investigate the complexities of perception and self-perception through 

drawing. The first iteration of this project took place at Julius Caesar Gallery in Chicago, 

Nov.-Dec. 2012. 

 

Harris lives with her husband, the photographer Paul D’Amato, and their son Max, in 

Riverside, IL. 

 

  
Portrait (Pigtails)     
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Catherine Kehoe 

Catherine Kehoe was born in Hartford, Connecticut. She received her BFA in painting from 

Massachusetts College of Art and Design and her MFA in painting from the School of 

Visual Arts, Boston University. 

 

Her awards include Massachusetts Cultural Council Fellowship in Painting; Ballinglen 

Foundation Fellowship, Lillian Orlowsky and William Freed Foundation Grant; Pollock-

Krasner Foundation Grant; Berkshire Taconic Artist’s Resource Trust Grant; Massachusetts 

Cultural Council Finalist Grant; Blanche E. Colman Award; St. Botolph Club Foundation 

Grant, and the Sam and Adele Golden Foundation for the Arts Award. 

 

Kehoe teaches painting and drawing at Massachusetts College of Art and Design. She has 

taught painting and drawing at Brandeis University. She has also taught painting 

workshops at Art New England, The Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, Washington 

Studio School, Art Workshops Boulder, Townsend Atelier, Warehouse 521, Winslow Art 

Center and Cullowhee Mountain Arts, and life drawing workshops as part of the Training 

the Eye course at Harvard Medical School. She’s also a co-founder of Black Pond Studio in 

southeastern Massachusetts. 

 

    
After Raphaelle Peale    Self Portrait – No Glasses 
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Stanka Kordic 

Stanka Kordic is a first-generation American born of Croatian parents. She followed her 

talented brothers, Vladimir and Branko into the world of Art. Stanka graduated from the 

Cleveland Institute of Art in 1985, with a major in illustration and a minor in painting. From 

there, she traveled Europe, taking in as much art as humanly possible.  She returned to 

work as an illustrator for several years.  Her projects included editorial art, package design, 

and book illustration. 

 

In pursuit of artistic freedom, she left the commercial world in 1988 to establish a 

professional art studio, concentrating her efforts on painting the landscape and figure.  

This led to portrait commissions, international awards, and inclusion in several corporate 

collections throughout the Midwest, including Cleveland Clinic, University Hospitals, and 

Key Corp. Since 2009, her focus has been to develop her personal figurative work. Stanka's 

awards include, the Gold Medal of Honor in Painting from Allied Artists of America, and 2 

Certificates of Excellence from the Portrait Society of America International Competition. 

Her work has been exhibited and collected widely, including: Museu Europeu d’Art Modern 

in Barcelona, Spain, the National Arts Club, and the Salmagundi Club in New York City, as 

well as the Butler Institute of American Art in Youngstown, Ohio. 

 

     
I Always Promised You a Rose Garden      
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Aiden Kringen (b. 1995) 

Kringen was born in Los Angeles, CA and lived variously in the American West and Mexico; 

Sebastopol, Jalisco, Portland, Flagstaff before settling in the hill and vineyard-dotted 

environs of Sonoma County. In these very different environments, each of which possesses 

a uniquely picturesque natural beauty, the artist began from an early age to develop his 

aesthetic approach. He has always had a keen eye for detail, grounded in a gift for looking 

closely at the human experience. “I’ve always been interested in observing people,” he 

recalls, “and in the details of how we interact with one another.” He put this natural ability 

to task when he began working on illustration and graphic-design projects while in high 

school. From his mother, an artist and graphic  designer, he learned the fundamentals of 

composition and typography, the  nuances of positive and negative space and the 

relationships between  them. Using sheets of Letracet—a system for transferring 

typeface—proved particularly instrumental in developing a methodology for layering and 

collage, which continue to inform his works on canvas and paper. He learned old-school 

techniques, hands-on and mechanical, in keeping with a Bauhaus-like appreciation for 

perfectionism, integrity, and hard work. 

 

In 2011, he began painting in the style with which he is now most associated: a technique 

fusing drawing and painting, line and brushstroke, with fragmented shapes undergirding 

the imagery. Notably, this is not simply a stylistic conceit, but more a way of perceiving 

reality. 

 

    
    Bloom 2 
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Maya Kulenovic (b. 1975) 

Maya Kulenovic is a Canadian artist born in Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. She studied art the London University of the Arts, Chelsea College of Art and 

Design in London, Ontario College of Art and Design University in Toronto, and Mimar 

Sinan University in Istanbul. In addition, she is an alumna of London Goodenough College 

(1997-1998). 

 

Kulenovic’s work has been exhibited in over twenty solo exhibitions and more than forty 

group shows and art fairs in Canada, the UK, Ireland, the Netherlands, Japan, Italy, the 

United States, Turkey, and South Korea. Her paintings can be found in numerous 

collections around the world. In 2008, a book of her work featuring an introduction by 

Edward Lucie-Smith was published by d’jonge Hond in Amsterdam. Her latest book, Maya 

Kulenovic: Fugue, which includes an essay by Mark Kingwell, was published in Toronto, 

Canada in 2017. She currently lives and works in Toronto, Canada. 

 

    
Alexander       
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J Louis (b. 1992) 

American artist J Louis earned his BFA from Savannah College of Art and Design in 

Georgia. He currently lives and works in New York City. 

 

Louis is best known for his oil paintings of female figures, focusing on the exquisite 

strength and alluring complexity of women throughout saturated color, flattened space, 

and texture. His technical painting skills, his eye for capturing an expression that portrays 

an intimate story, and his material experimentation are combined together to create a 

dynamic harmony between emotion and design. He is fascinated with moments of human 

connection and that fascination exhibits itself in his work through cleverly posed subjects, 

use of texture, and color amid abstracted space. 

 

The figures in his paintings are always in contemplative and often curiously surreal poses. 

They conceal and reveal the environment, dissecting it through perspective, gesture, and 

form. They act as guides through the painted space; their elongated anatomy highlights 

divides or unites the composition. 

  

  
 Clarity 
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Nick Runge (b. 1985) 

Nick Runge grew up in Colorado. Coming from a creative family of professional artists, he 

was always interested in drawing and imagining ideas visually. After working as an 

illustrator full time from 2004-2015 he shifted focus to more personal work using oils and 

watercolor.  

 

As a portrait/figurative painter, Nick works from life as well as photography, describing his 

art as something close to “abstracted realism”, with an objective of expressing as much of 

the realistic human element of life as possible through a limited and often simplified 

approach to his rendering or brushwork, giving an illusion of realism while, at the same 

time, breaking shapes and form down enough to have a close balance with abstraction. 

 

   
A Fire Apart  
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Timothy Robert Smith (b. 1981) 

Timothy Robert Smith is a Los Angeles oil painter, muralist and multi-media artist, using 

realistic techniques to investigate the nature of perception. His work fuses together 

multiple perspectives into a kaleidoscopic vision, playing with our understanding of time 

and space. His art has shown in solo exhibitions at museums, TEDx conferences and several 

galleries; being featured in media outlets that include Juxtapoz, Artillery, NBC and KCRW. 

He has created a plethora of public work around the country, including an interactive 

installation at the Museum of Art and History, Lancaster (May 2018). He is known for his 

murals that combine realism with shifting perspective techniques.  

 

In Smith’s work, objects can be seen from multiple vantage points at the same time; like in 

cubism, but through a realist's lens. As the viewer's focus shifts throughout the piece, the 

edges of objects shift with them. Dramatic viewing angles and kaleidoscopic landscapes 

capture the viewer’s attention, while enigmatic storyline inspire further investigation.  

 

The theme behind all of Smith’s work is the “diversity of human perception”. This is a study 

of how the world is interpreted differently from different vantage points, and how these 

individual views work together to form an agreed-upon picture of the universe. 

 

  
Infrastructure 
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Zack Zdrale (b. 1977) 

Zack Zdrale takes a traditional approach to his work although his subjects and 

compositions place his work in the present. He is mostly known for his figurative work, 

often describing a relationship to the self, or his perception of the world's emotional 

climate. His paintings are imbued with a stillness and silence for the viewer to infuse 

meaning. 

 

Zdrale is originally from Wisconsin where he attended the University of Wisconsin- 

Madison, earning a Bachelor of Science-Art degree in 1999. His training culminated in a 

master’s degree in figurative painting from the Academy of Art University in San Francisco. 

He graduated with honors and now teaches in the Graduate Fine Art Department. 

 

 
      Yeller 


